Abstract. This paper studied the epilepsy signal in different frequency bands based on the average phase-synchronization time matrix (APSTM). APSTM algorithm can probe the change in the synchrony of the underlying system with high sensitivity, and be applied to multichannel, nonlinear time series in noisy. This paper uses the EEG filter provided by the EEGLAB to extract the four common waves : theta, alpha, beta and gamma, which are from the normal and epilepsy EEG signals. The four frequency bands of EEG signals are analysed based on the APSTM algorithm, and the results show that the APSTM determinant can distinguish the epilepsy from the normal EEG signals clearly. And when APSTM determinant detects epileptic discharge ,the theta wave is the most significant, and the beta wave can only generally detect epileptic discharge, while alpha and gamma waves are ineffective.
Introduction
Epilepsy is a common brain disease, which symptom is that the brain neurons excitability can be increased, the synchronized discharge is excessive, and then will give rise to transient abnormal condition of the central nervous system function .Nowadays, about 1% people have epilepsy in the world. Because of its persistence and repeatability, epilepsy is not only harmful to the patient's physical and psychological condition, but also has a bad effect on society [1] . Therefore, the detection and prediction for the epilepsy becomes very important.
In recent years the study of epilepsy signals has become very popular, especially the research for the synchronization of epilepsy signal plays an important role. Many scholars have come up with some methods to measure the EEG synchronization, such as cross-correlation, mutual information, phase synchronization index (PSI) [2] and the average phase synchronization time (APST) [3] . These methods mostly study the synchronous relationship of the double channel. But the brain is a complex network composed by a large number of neurons, there is a mutual influence between the various channel, therefore it is not enough to analyze the relationship only for a pair of channels. Nowadays, the research for multi-channel EEG has become more and more widely. Some researchers have found that EEG synchronization is the main feature of information exchange in different brain regions, and for epilepsy, the main mechanism is the synchronization during its pathological state. Thus, researchers have proposed the simultaneous analysis of multi-channel, such as APSTM [4] . EEG is divided into five bands usually, that are delta waves (0.5 ~ 4Hz), theta (4 ~ 7Hz) wave, alpha wave (8 ~ 13Hz), beta wave (14 ~ 30Hz) and gamma wave (30 ~ 70Hz). Because the EEG features will have a big difference under different conditions, the researchers analyze it according to different bands, such as the PSI pair [5] . APSTM is more sensitive than other methods that are used to measure the synchronous features of the phase, and can monitor the synchronous state of the system. This paper analyzes several bands based on APSTM, the results show that the theta wave is the most clearly, and beta can only generally detect epileptic discharge. [6] . In this paper, we focus on the case of n:m=1:1 phase synchronization. Due to noise and non-stationary, a phase synchronization status so defined can last for only a finite amount of time. Thus a practically useful quantity to characterize the degree of phase synchronization is APST(denoted by τ). . We know when are synchronized within a time interval i, ti1,2,3,,n ∆= K, APST is the length of the time interval. For calculation purposes, we calculate APST by using a large time interval ΔT observation during which a number of 2π changes in the phase difference occur. As the system evolves, i.e., as the "window moves", the APST can change. Let ( ) () i,j τ t stand for APST that channel between i and j at time t, where t is the time at the end of a window. Setting APSTM diagonal elements. Suppose there are N channels in total, which the interaction between each channel. To take full advantage of all available data, we define this an N*N symmetric matrix of APST for all pairs of channels. If the diagonal elements inappropriate, will cause the matrix become quite singular matrix, hampering further analysis, and therefore a criterion is needed for properly choosing the diagonal elements. Here we use a method based on random matrix theory to analyze APSTM, and find to the optimal value of the diagonal elements [4] . Let diagonal elements denote of α , according to random matrix theory, APSTM singular area can be estimated via [7] . Analysis of each band EEG signal. To reduce the impact of noise, we use the differential signals from pairs of channels with no common reference. Fig.1 . shows a representative example, which EEG differential signal from two channels, it indicates that (a) is the epileptic and (b) is the normal. And the original signal amplitude will reach to its larger degree when it is in the epilepsy discharge period. From the pictures, we can see that there are four distinct epileptic discharge period, it's 10-6000, 13000-22000, 26000-36000 and 38000-45000. To calculate APSTM determinant, we extract the theta waves, alpha waves, beta waves and gamma waves by the filter. Fig2(a) ,we can know that the theta and beta waves can detect the epileptic discharge period clearly, especially the theta wave.
Methods

APST
It is defined as
But for the Fig2(b), the APSTM determinant change is low, which indicates that the degree of synchronization is very weak. In order to observe the variation of the determinant, seven bands determinant are chosen to be analyzed and quantified ,that are 10-6000, 6000-13000, 13000-22000, 22000-26000, 26000-36000, 36000-38000 and 38000-45000, as shown in fig3. We can see that the theta waves determinant is higher during epileptic discharge when compared with its stopping 22000-26000 26000-36000 36000-38000 38000-45000 Fig. 3 . Epilepsy determinant quantitative analysis.
discharging, and the beta waves are obvious. But alpha and gamma waves can't tell the two different period clearly. In conclusion, the theta waves can detect epileptic discharge period accurately, and the beta waves are less accurately than that, but the alpha and gamma waves can't able to distinguish the epileptic discharge from its stopping discharging clearly.
Summary
This paper analyzes theta, alpha, beta and gamma waves based on APSTM. The results show that when APSTM detects epileptic discharge, the theta wave is the most significant, the beta wave can only generally detect epileptic discharge, while alpha and gamma waves are ineffective. In order to analyze the rule that the four waves change with time under APSTM determinant, the quantitative analyze the seven bands determinant according to the raw EEG differential signal from two channels, the finding that the theta waves is the most accurate for APSTM detection seizure under four bands. The conclusion will have a positive significance for the study of synchronous multi-channel EEG.
